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Foreword

I am pleased to present this historic structure report as an introductory study and 
documentation of an exemplary piece of the architecture of a great Delta town.  A thank 
you is in order to Mr. Marty Crawford for allowing the time and availability of the 
structure in order to complete this report.  This study is merely a preliminary sketch of the 
Ingram 1926 Building which intends to ignite interest in its beauty and its importance to the 
city of Blytheville.  This report is by no means comprehensive, due to both time and 
personal property limitations.  It is my hope that this report will prove itself valuable to 
those responsible for the buildings future as well as the Main Street Blytheville 
organization in their continued preservation efforts. 

J. Conley
Middle Tennessee State University
April 2012





Project Summary

Process Summary

The conception of this project originates far beyond the project itself.  Having spent the 
greater part of my life passing the Ingram 1926 Building on a day to day basis, it is no 
surprise that I built a love for it as a beautiful structure, representative of an era of 
prosperity for the community that I was brought up in.  The beauty and detail of the 
building, un-matched elsewhere in the town of Blytheville, Arkansas, captivated me from a 
young age.  I would even extend the sentiment that it is with great credit to the Ingram 
1926 building and those that surround her, that I possess a love of buildings, of 
preservation, and of their value to the local culture.  The downtown Blytheville area has 
made great strides for the preservation of those valuable properties and I applaud the city 
and its organizations for their forward thinking and understanding of how valuable these 
structures truly are.  As I began my research for this project I was in contact with the Main 
Street Organization and other community members regarding any supplemental information 
that might be offered for the creation of this report.  No major documentation has been 
made of this site as far as my research could tell.  A small amount of information from the 
book Reverend H.T. Blythe and the Downtown He Founded, prepared by Jonathan Abbot 
and Marcy Thompson is used later in this report, as a tool to help frame the history of the 
area and the cultural significance of this structure.

The timing of this report could be no better.  Recently, the Ingram 1926 Building has 
undergone a bit of exchange regarding property ownership.  The building currently awaits 
renovation at the hands of local contractor, Mr. Marty Crawford.  It is no doubt that Mr. 
Crawford is a skilled craftsman who does a marvelous job at what he does professionally.  
However, as is often the case with buildings that have seen their fair share of aging and 
face a major overhaul of the interior features and finishes, the original charm and details 
can sometime get swept up in the process.  This report if nothing else, will stand as a 
valuable record of this building prior to major renovation.  

This report was completed with very limited time and without access to certain parts of the 
building.  The lower, and Southernmost section of the building, which is referred to in the 
report as the “warehouse” section, or Section B1, is still in operation as a storage facility 
and currently in private hands.  With this being the case, there are some areas of the 
structure that were not documented, and some issues, such as the floor structure of 
Section B2, that were unable to be explored.  This restraint is expressed various times 
throughout the remainder of this report.  The creation of this report, and the 



documentation required to complete it, was done with very limited time.  As this was the 
case, you will notice that the original layout of the interior portions of offices and 
apartments are left blank.  No time was taken determine the original layout of these 
interior spaces, rather, the time was taken to determine exactly the location of the main 
dividing walls between the apartments, offices and differing sections, which proved to 
have been a more valuable use of time.  This can be seen more fully in the Measured 
Drawings Section, found at the end of this report.

Many photographs were taken on site while only a selection are used in this report.  Prints 
of these photographs are available upon request.  No historic fabric was removed or 
altered during the completion of this report, in accordance with the scope and nature of 
this project.  No scaffolding of other inspection structures were constructed.  No 
intrusive methods were used to inspect the structure.  Therefore, only observations of the 
exterior and interior surfaces which were nominally accessible were possible.  This report 
is mainly a physical inspection of the structure as is stands today. 





Project Process

Administrative Data

Location Data

Building Name:! Ingram 1926 Building/Apartments

Building Address:! 101 & 103 East Main Street
! ! ! Blytheville, Arkansas
! ! ! 72315

! ! ! 102, 104, 108, 110 & 112 South First Street
! ! ! Blytheville, Arkansas
! ! ! 72315

Related Studies

Abbott, Johnny and Marcy Thompson. Reverend H.T. Blythe and the 
Downtown He Founded. Blytheville: Main Street Blytheville, 1991.

Note: The Historic Structure Report of The Bodie Island Lighthouse 
and Oil House, by the National Parks Service Cultural Resources 
Division was used as a formatting guide for this report.

Cultural Resource Data

National Register of Historic Places:  The Ingram 1926 Building is 
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.  No 
register nomination is being prepared at this time.



Period of Significance:  The period of significance for the Ingram Building begins in 1926 
with the completion of the building.  It served the thriving downtown Blytheville area 
gracefully throughout its golden age until the building was left vacant in 1991.  The 
building sits in a prime downtown location in an historic Main Street District.

Proposed Treatment and Use:  As it currently stands, the 
Ingram Building is in considerably decent shape.  It would not 
be an excruciatingly expensive endeavor to return the building 
to working order.  It would, however, take a great deal of 
diligent work and tasteful modifications to bring the building 
into a usable structure.  There are a number of safety and 
minor structural concerns concerns that must be addressed. 
Also there must be a bit of reclaiming to be done in the office 
and retail structure to regain the original charm and 
character that was lost during the minor renovations that 
took place sometime in the 1970’s.  It is recommended that the 
original charm and attention to detail be accented during 
renovation.  This includes, especially, the detailing around the 
windows, the wrought iron “balconettes” along the front of 
the structure and the larger windows around the sides.  The 
tile detail found about the windows and the industrial style 
iron framed windows are also features that cannot be 
surrendered.  This structure should be protected from the 
weather as soon as reasonably possible by repairing the roof 
structure and restoring the original windows to proper 
working order and finally to their original placement.  It is by 
no means far fetched to think that this building could be 
returned to its former glory and put to good use for and by the 
community.  It is suggested that those in charge of the 
renovations seek outside consultation for the preservation of 
this architectural gem.



Part 1: Developmental History

Historical 
Background and 
Context

Blytheville, Arkansas was founded by United Methodist preacher, Rev. H.T. Blythe.  The 
following information, from Jonathan Abbott and Marcy Thompson’s Reverend H.T. Blythe 
and the Downtown He Founded, follows the historical background of the community of 
Blytheville and its development.  

! “Much has been written about the people who started the town but, by looking at 
! the businesses they established and the buildings built to house them, one can trace 
! the development and growth of the city.”

! “By 1901, the town was growing West of Rev. Blythe’s original settlement along 
! Franklin Street, south of Lumerate Bayou (See Fig. 2).  The new part of town began 
! with he erection of a brick building by W.E. Talley at the North Western corner of 
! Main and Second Streets.  This is the present day building at 200-204 W. Main.  At 
! the time it was one of the few brick structures in town.  The business section 
! between the current addresses of 100 West Main and 300 West Main appears to have 
! developed rapidly after that.  Some of the earl businesses in these buildings were 
! developed by the original businessmen mentioned in the Diamond Jubilee Book and 
! their names can still be seen on a few of the buildings.  The variety of businesses in 
! town has changed with the growth and the needs of the town.  Original general 
! stores sold dry goods, clothing and hardware.  As the town grew, separate 
! specialty stores expanded for selling clothing, groceries, drugs , hardware and 
! other items emerged.  As stores expanded or relocated, new buildings were built or 
! older buildings were remodeled.  The first bank in town was the Bank of 
! Blytheville, established in 1900, followed by Farmers Bank in 1908.  The only two 
! buildings still occupying the building they have been in since originating are 
! Hubbard and Hoke Furniture, established in 1919 at 401 W. Main, and the Red Ball 
! Barber Shop, established circa 1924 at 318 W. Main.  There were numerous drug 

Figure 1 Ingram 1926 Building Under Construction in 1926.



! stores on Main Street, most with soda fountains.  Several large grocery stores were 
! located on Ash and Main Streets.  Hays Store, at 200 E. Main, is the only grocery 
! store still left on Main Street.”

Figure 2  Map of early Blytheville.



Chronology 
of Development
and Use

! “This two-story, Adam style building was constructed in 1926.  Known as the Ingram 
! Apartment building, its architect was H.B. Ingram of Conway, Arkansas, and Arthur 
! Beeman was the contractor.  This fashionable apartment and office building 
! reflected a period of prosperity in the 1920’s.  The building has aged gracefully 
! over the years.” 

! “Ingram’s name is also on the one story building constructed in 1925, just east of this 
! one with the addresses of 105, 107 and 109 W. Main, housing United Paint Company, 
! Smiley’s Awards Center, and the Eagle School of Beauty, respectively.”

! “An Early Blytheville business, the Parkhurst Company, established in 1904 in a 
! frame building in the 200 block of West Main, moved into the Ingram Apartment 
! Building at 103 E. Main just after the building was built.  It was then named 
! Parkhurst and Marsh Radio and Music Shop.  In 1928 the company moved to the other 
! Ingram Building at 105 E. Main, expanding in 1940 and moving into the section from 
! 107 to 109 E. Main.  It carried a selection of novelties, gifts, and general 
! merchandise.  It originally had a fountain and sold confectionaries but discontinued 
! that line.  At one time it sold text books to local school students.  In 1946 the 
! company was purchased by J. Mell Brooks and became Brooks Music Store.  In 1940, 
! the Wilson-Greer Paint Company was established at 105 E. Main and this address has 
! since that time been Arkansas Paint, Glass, and Wallpaper Company in 1943-1970, and 
! since 1970 (until vacancy) the United Paint Company.”

Business history for 101 East Main Street:  1931, Fowler Drug Company; 1931, offices at 101 
1/2 E. Main; 1956, Lad and Lassie Toy Center; 1966 and 1974, Skidmore Piano Company; 1986 
Vacant; 1990, Critters Pets; 1991, Vacant.

Business history for 103 East Main Street:  1926, Parkhurst and Marsh Radio; 1931 and 1937, 
New Economy Shop, Ladies Ready To Wear; 1938, Ladies Toggery; 1946 and 1956, The Gift 
Shop; 1956, offices listed as 103 1/2 E. Main; 1990, part of United Paint Co. at 105 E. Main.



The interior of the upstairs portion of the Ingram 
1926 Building was modified circa 1970 -1985.  Some 
of the offices in the front section were turned 
into apartments, carpet was laid down, and the 
two different sections of the upstairs were 
connected with a primitive three  step walkway. 
(Fig. 3)  Many of the offices down the main 
hallway were divided up and outfitted with faux-
wood panelling.  For the purpose of this reports 
measured drawings, the time was not taken to 
uncover the original wall placement inside the 
offices but rather the separating walls between 
them.  You will notice that the measured drawings 
are simply divided into office A, B, C and so on.  
Originally, there would have been walls within 
these separate offices.  The same is true for the 
measured drawings of the Apartments in Section 
B2.  

Figure 3 Modified connection of two buildings.



Physical
Description

Summary of Historic Character

The Ingram 1926 Building is generally in decent shape structurally and remains, for the 
most part as it was at the time of construction.  Granted, there are a few exceptions, which 
will be addressed in greater detail in the sections to follow. 

The Ingram 1926 Building can be divided into four separate parts: Retail (Section A1) and 
Warehouse (Section B1) both found on the bottom level, and Office (Section A2) and 
Living (Section B2) both on the upper level.  All sections were constructed at the same 
time, regardless of the appearance that the Apartment building in the rear was added at a 
later date.  This section appears to be an addition because it sits two feet lower than the 

front portion of the building  where the two sections 
connect (Fig. 4).  Construction began in and was completed 
in 1926 as read on the concrete inscriptions found above 
the center of the front elevation as well as the inscription 
about the grand entrance to the living quarters.  The 
interior of the structure underwent a number of 
renovations sometime between 1975 and 1985 as the two 
upper sections were connected, the offices along the main 
corridor of Section A1 were renovated into small 
apartments.  Also, the original structure featured an 
awning that wrapped the front and 1st Street elevations.  
This is no longer a feature of the building, but the original 
hardware remains fixed on the exterior walls of the 
building.  The exterior of section B1, which still remains in 
use today as private storage facilities, has been fixed with 

contemporary garage type doors, and wooden coverings 
about the original windows.  The interiors of Section B1 

could not be explored for this project due to private property constraints.  Upon further 
research of this structure, these boundaries would need to be broken.  Along with the 
renovations made to the living and office sections of the second floor, the store fronts 
underwent minor updates between 1960 and 1975 as the original entryway was closed off 
with an aluminum framed glass door and window fixtures.  The original entryway would 
have had a four foot deep, tiled entryway before the door, flanked by display windows to 

Figure 4 Conjunction of Front and Back 
Portions over Alley/Loading area.



Figure 6 Original Half dollar tiling

either side.  Additionally, we can assume that the general upkeep of the building sacrificed 
only a limited amount of the original character of the building.  Given the modifications 
mentioned, a great deal of the building remains true to its original character.  The upper 
sections of the building feature a mix of wooden and tile floors floors.  The roof 

structure is wooden and has been compromised in several 
places, which has led to a bit of weathering on the interior, 
mostly in Section B2.  Further detail of this issue will be 
addressed the section labeled Roof Evaluation.  The lower 
sections of the building feature concrete floors which have 
been covered with industrial carpet in Section A1, and have 
been presumably left bare in Section B1.  I would make the 
assumption that the retail sections originally featured 
wooden floor coverings.  The stairs leading to the upper 
sections are concrete covered and painted. All stairs have a 
great deal of wear and will need a bit of restructuring upon 
renovation.  The landing contained within the stairway 
leading to Section A2, from the front elevation, has a very 
serious hole in the center, which has compromised its 
structural integrity.  This landing is a safety hazard and 

must be addressed immediately.  

Exterior Materials Finishes and Characteristics

Foundation:  No access to the foundation was available during observation, however there 
were several contextual indicators that 
spoke to the soundness of said foundation.  
First, the half dollar tiling found in the 
original breezeway (Fig. 6) shows no sign of 
displacement.  Had any major foundation 
problems occurred, hints of those problems 
and any movement that might have taken place 
would manifest themselves in this tile.  
Second, the brick work shows no signs of 
stress beyond the natural settling and aging 
of the structure.  These small imperfections 
can be seen most clearly along the top of the 
building in the plastering just below the 
molding of the roofline.  This settling should be expected to continue given the relatively 
young age of the structure and the soil structure that it is set upon.

Walls:  The walls of this structure appear to be sound and stable.  They are of wooded 
frame and covered in a tan brick and mortar exterior.  Along the base there is a one and a 

Figure 5 Original entryway with circle 
tiling in breezeway.



half foot tall plaster protrusion that juts out 2 inches or so.  The corners of the building 
feature the same protrusion.  A great deal of the exterior of Section A1 is display windows 
of glass and aluminum.  The aluminum was a modification made sometime after construction.  
Along the top of the exterior there is a plaster band of approximately 2 and one half feet 
wide, which surrounds the front and side elevations.  This is capped by a concrete molding 
and a final band of brick which is two bricks in width.  This plastering shows signs of age 
having cracker in some places and beginning to chip away in others.  Periodically there are 
iron honeycomb ornamental vents along the plaster band.

Roof Structure:  The roof structure of the Ingram Building is one of its most glamourous 
features.  Clad in a green Spanish barrel tile, this feature appears to be in decent shape  

(Fig. 7).   The rest of the roof structure, 
however, is in very poor condition.  The 
wooden framed roof structure has garnered 
a great deal of damage over the life of the 
building.  Repairs made to the roof over the 
years appear to be minimum and this has 
resulted in a major amount of damage.  This 
damage goes beyond the exterior and has 
caused a great deal of weathering in the 
interior as well specifically in Section B2.  
Much of the roof structure has rotted and 
needs replacing.  Much of the roof covering 
over the back part of the roof has 

deteriorated leaving open holes in the structure.  This must be treated immediately to 
prevent further exposure to the elements.  The roof along the front elevation appears to 
be damaged at the top of the slope.  There is a great deal of water damage in the two front 

offices of Section A2.  The issues with the roof structure 
could be on account of years of neglect as the building sat 
empty in a state of deterioration.

South Elevation:  The south elevation of the Structure is 
the front elevation.  It features display windows across 
the  front, separated by a two foot wide brick support 
column, which also contains the separation of the two 
spaces inside.  There are two doors which at as the 
entryways into the retail spaces.  Off of the left side of 
the elevation is an stairway entrance which leads to the 
main lobby of the offices of Section A2.  This entryway is 
four feet deep.  The door originally had a glass window 
which has since been busted and covered with wood.  The 
original structure, as mentioned before underwent minor 
updates between 1960 and 1975 as the original entryway Figure 8 Support for corner signage. 

Figure 7 Roof Detail showing honeycombed vent.



was closed off with an aluminum framed glass door and window fixtures.  The original 
entryway would have had a four foot deep, tiled entryway before the door, flanked by 
display windows to either side.  A large awning would have been placed along the top 
portion of the lower level and behind the awning, windows would have wrapped the upper 
portion of retail section A and front of B (See Measured Drawings for Section 
breakdowns.)  These windows have been covered with some sort of sheet rock type material.  
The original awning hardware is still fixed upon the exterior of the building.  
Additionally, a sign would have hung from the corner of the building naming a business 
occupying one of the retail spaces.  The support for that sign is still on the corner, but the 
sign has since been removed (Fig. 8) 
! Above the lower floor are the four front windows of Offices A and B of Section 
A2.  The two largest windows of this set are surrounded by great examples of the detail 
used in this building.  Two faux columns topped with angled molding flank either side.  The 
window is topped by a blue and white checkerboard tile detail, and above that, an iron 
honeycombed vent is fixed into the plaster 
band.  The plaster band along the top of 
the front elevation is in the worst shape of 
the entire building.  It is here that 
attention should be placed upon this 
problem as further issues could be 
uncovered and need addressing.  Along the 
bottom of the window we find a wrought 
iron “Balconette” which is one of the 
great b its of ornamentation used 
frequently along the exterior of the 
building.  This “Balconette” is non 
functioning and is supported by a scrolled 
brace at the bottom center, as well as four 
bolts into the concrete faux-column on either side of the windows.  The two larger 
windows are fixed on the right and left sides of the elevation, while two smaller windows 
are placed in the middle.  Above the smaller windows in the plaster band is the inscription 
“19 INGRAM 26.”  The Spanish barrel tile roof slopes down approximately 5 feet to the 
front of the building.  There is no overhang.

West Elevation:  The West elevation of the building can be broken down into two 
Sections, A and B, separated by a 14 foot wide alley/loading area (See Fig. 4.)  The 
frontmost section of the West elevation, Side A, is basically a very large window which 
would have been a display into the retail space on the lower floor.  This window stops 
around 30 feet from the Northernmost corner at which point the retail offices begin.  
Then begins a brick wall which continues until a series of doors and a modified entrance 
into the retail A office.  This entrance has been modified and it is unknown what the 
original layout consisted of (see measured drawings.)  Following a 2 foot wide brick 
separation is another entrance to the second level.  This entryway is 4 feet deep.  The upper 

Figure 9 Window/”Balconette” Detail



level of the Western elevation (section A) shows the windows of the offices lining the 
right side of the hallway in section A2.  The Northernmost window shows the same detail 
as the large windows on the Front elevation. There are eight windows total in this 
section, of varying sizes.  They are all surrounded by a concrete border.  Above the 
windows, the plaster band continues the entire length.  There are periodic placements of 
the iron honeycombed venting as seen on the front elevation.  Also, the Awning hardware 
continues the entire length of this side as well. 
!   As mentioned before, Section B of the West Elevation sits approximately 1.5 feet 
lower than the North section of the building (Fig. 4.)  Section B begins with a 14 foot 
alley/loading area used by both the retail spaces, and a warehouse location as well.  This 
alleyway has 4 oversized doors, two on either side, and one standard door located on the 
southern side.  there are a number of windows at varying heights located along the 
alleyway.  The ceiling of this alleyway is wood which has been painted white, and repainted 
a number of times.  This ceiling shows signs of water damage and general weathering from 
being exposed to the elements and neglected for years 
(Fig. 10.)  The 1st Street corners of the entrance to this 
alleyway feature cone shaped protrusions which are 2 
feet tall.  The remainder of the bottom portion of 
Section B consists of alterations between brick 
columns and 20 feet wide entryways into what we are 
calling for the sake of this report, warehouse spaces.  
There are four of these warehouse spaces along this 
section of elevation.  Fixed directly between the 
second and third warehouse entryway is the grand 
entrance into the living quarters on the upper level.  
This entrance is of the utmost detail, un-matched 
throughout the rest of the structure.  There are three 
exterior steps that lead to a doorway into a landing.  
The exterior-most doorway is framed in rounded 
concrete.  The inside frame is carved concrete with 
rectangular framing along the perimeter.  This 
doorway is flanked on either side by light fixtures which have since been removed by one 
way or another.  Moving up from the doorway is a 3.5 foot square window, which would 
have originally been placed behind the awning.  This window sits just below a concrete 
band, which runs the entirety of the elevation.  Sitting on top of this band is a concrete 
square with a carved inscription that reads “INGRAM APARTMENTS 1926” and also 
features two scrolling ornamental details.  This inscription finds itself just below a large 
window with intricate carvings on the right and left sides, made of concrete.  These 
carvings feature greek like pieces such as trophies and scrolling patterns, leaves, shells, 
columns and the like.  These frames are topped with a scrolling column like fixture and a 
continuing variation of ornamentation.  Directly above the window itself if a half circle 
of rounded, carved concrete which extends off of the building a few inches.  The inside of 
this semi-circle is filled with the same blue and white checker-board tiling detail featured 

Figure 10 Water damage to alleyway ceiling.



elsewhere in the elevations of this building.  This entire section is capped off by a large 
oval and scrolls, as well as two carved urn-like ornamentations, connected to the oval by 
a leafy, plant detail (Fig. 11).  This entryway has been detailed in the Measured Drawings 
section of this report.  There are two “Balconettes” 
located along Section B of the West Elevation.  

North Elevation:  The North elevation of the 
property is located at the rear in what is truly the 
alleyway between this property and the one directly 
behind it.  This elevation, for all intents and purposes, 
is a service elevation and is less ornate than those 
with street facings.  On the lower portion of the 
elevation we find five 3.5 foot square windows with 
concrete ledges fixed 6.5 feet above street level.  
Near the corner is a single window of the same 
dimensions, fixed at 3 feet from street level.  The 
concrete band which runs the perimeter of the 
building separates the two levels of the building.  On 
the upper elevation, we find five windows of varying 
sizes.  Four of the windows have been removed during 
the current renovations leaving the interior open.  
The glass in many of the windows on this elevation have been broken out over the years.  
There is one honeycombed vent detail near the western corner.    It is unclear whether or 
not the plaster band originally wrapped along the top of this elevation.  It currently is not 
seen here, but could have been scraped off during a previous modification.  

East Elevation:  The East elevation,  much like the North, is a service elevation which is 
less ornate than those with street facing.  This elevation features the loading doors of 
the four warehouse sections.  The top of this section is lined with the same styled square 
windows found on the North elevation, the second one from the corner of the North 
Elevation has been fitted with a ventilation pipe which is not original.  There is a gutter 
between the second and third loading doors.  After that gutter, there are two square 
windows fixed approximately 3 feet from street level.  This elevation features a chimney 
which protrudes from the side of the building three feet and extends beyond the roof line.  
This side and the North elevation alike, do not feature the barrel tiled roof.  Instead, this 
elevation has a stepped wall type roofline, topped with terra cotta round top tiles.  The 
upper portion of this elevation features the windows of the living quarters, whose sizes 
and placement can be viewed in the Measured Drawings section of this report.  The lower 
section of this elevation has at some point been painted yellow, while the upper section is 
left to exposed red brick. Many of the window structures have had the glass busted out or 
have rusted beyond repair.  This elevation also features the back entrance into the living 
quarters.  A standard sized metal door leads to a stairway that goes directly to the second 
level.

Figure 11 Window detail over Grand Entrance.



Interior Materials Finishes and Characteristics

Retail Spaces: Bottom Floor:  The retail spaces found on the bottom floor of the Ingram 
Building have undergone only minor changes through the years.  These changes include the 
addition of pegboard along the walls, a modification that greatly reduces the glamourous 

effect of the original architecture.  This is 
a very easy problem to fix as it does not 
appear to be attached in a very harmful way 
The original wall is visible behind it.  
Furthermore, the original pressed tin 
ceiling tile, so representative of this era 
and style of architecture is in considerably 
good condition (Fig. 12).  There are a few 
places that seem to be victim of water 
damage, but in an overall sense, this great 
feature is well preserved.  The floors of 
both retail spaces have been covered, within 
the last 30 to 40 years by an industrial type, 
high traffic carpet.  This carpet has been 

worn down through the years and is currently in very poor condition.  It is uncertain what 
the original floor covering was, but it is assumed that it was wood similar to what is found 
elsewhere in the building.  The retail space at 101 E. Main also has a loft area, which is 
found in good condition.  The windows lining the upper portions of this space have also been 
painted and covered, probably following the removal of the original awning structure.  
During renovation of this building, it is suggested that these windows, and their awning, be 
returned to its original layout.  It should also be noted that the original folding transoms 
are still found throughout the entire building and appears to be in good working order.  it 
is imperative that this feature be preserved.  The floor and interior wall structures appear 
to be in good condition also.  This section has been preserved, in a natural and generally 
un-interrupted way.

Office Spaces: Second Floor Pt. 1:  The upper portion of 101 and 103 E. Main is occupied by a 
series of office spaces.  These offices have been vacant for some time and subsequently 
fallen victim to neglect.  The first issue we will discuss is concerned with water damage 
located along the front of Offices A and B.  The locations of these damages can be found, 
marked in red, in the Measured Drawings Section, Roof Report.  These damages are quite 
substantial and must be addressed immediately and with great care.  Also, there is a rather 
significant hole found in the first landing of the stairway entering into the office lobby.  

Figure 12 Showing Pressed tin tile.



Positively, the layout of the original wall placement 
in offices A and B can easily be seen on both the 
ceiling and floors.  When they were removed, the 
lines and indentations of these original walls were 
left behind.  It would be quite easy to restore these 
offices, which were originally dental and medical 
offices, to their original layout.  Offices A and B 
also have a number of gas and water lines in them, 
given their original utilization, as well as blue and 
white tiled floor.  The windows along the side of 
Office A, and many others along the 1st Street facing 
of the building, have been painted brown as vacancy 
took over the building.  This structure will need 
a major restoration of its windows which 
could potentially be the most expensive part 
of the entire renovation procedure.  Moving 
now down the main hallway of Section A2(Fig. 13), we 
are flanked on either side by office spaces.  At the end of the grand hallway is a very 
shallow closet, with a glass windowed door.  Each office has a glass fronting which begins 
approximately 3.5 feet above the floor.  Some of these glass frontings have been painted, 
and some have been busted out during vacancy or possibly during past renovations.  These 
offices all retain their original doors and folding transoms directly above.  The door 
facings were originally numbered, though only a few remain so, and the doors each have a 
mail slot located near the lower third of the door.  Near the end of the main hallway is a 
large 8x5 skylight in fair condition.  The floor structure directly below this skylight does 
not show signs of weather damage which indicates the soundness of this fixture.  This 
skylight is a main source of lighting, in addition to the large windows in the office lobby, as 
there is only one light fixture along the main hallway.  The offices, which are now in a 
modified state, have been outfitted with new, non-original walls, bathroom features, and 
kitchenettes.  It is supposed that this was not the layout as it would have been found in 
1926.  The modifications made between 1975 and 1985 has been mentioned repeatedly 
throughout this report and the main focus of those modifications can be seen in this section 
of the building.  At the end of the main hallway lies a second stairway entrance, coming up 
from 1st Street, a restroom facility which was covered by faux-wood panelling during 
previous renovations, and a utility room where the wiring distribution panel. can be found.  
It is in the original restroom that the primitive connection to the Apartment building can be 
found.  This entrance is non original and must be repaired during renovation.  This false 
connector enters into what is originally a room in one of the living quarters. 

Figure 13 Main Hallway of Section A 2



Living Spaces: Second Floor Pt. 2:  As you enter the Ingram Apartments through the grand 
entrance off of 1st Street, to your right, you find a single hipped skylight directly over 
you, a number of entrances into living quarters, and at the end of the hallway, a 3 foot 
wide window looking out onto the building directly behind the building (which was 
constructed in 1929, designed by the same 
team as the Ingram 1926 Building, and 
mimicking the style.  That structure was 
originally the Glencoe Hotel (Fig. 14). It has 
since been modified beyond recognition and 
currently houses an automotive repair 
company.  This building Faces Ash Street.)  
To your left you see another number of 
living quarter entryways, the banister of the 
rear entrance to the Apartment building, and 
a the end of the hallway, two doors that 
meet at a point, creating a sort of triangular, apexed connection and finish to the hallway.  
This is a very nice detail that is true to the design of the building and representative of  the 
amount of detail put into this design.  There are a number of windows that have been removed 
from this upstairs section of the building.  It appears that most are leaning in the South-East 
corner of the building, while a handful of the others are located elsewhere in this section, and a 
few more are still fixed into the building.  These windows are original to the structure and offer a 
lovely industrial feel to the character of this building.  They Must Not be replaced with anything 
less than this quality and style.  The floor structure is something of great concern at this point.  
As no access was granted to the section of the building located directly under the floor in 
question, the support system could not be analyzed.  The main hallway, and many other places 
throughout this section, feature very large and significant cracks in the floors.  These cracks 
extend the length of the hallway and require immediate attention.  In other places, the floor has 
given away entirely leaving large holes, which are now covered with crude pressboard.  In the 
North-Westernmost apartment, which still features a non-original carpet floor covering, much of 
the floor structure is impassable due to weather  and/or water damage.  The apartment building, in 
its current state of renovation, is found in total disarray (Figs. 15-21).  The “gutting” process is 
ugly and depressing and it is easy to find oneself in a hopeless state, seeing no end to the 
construction.  However, a good cleaning and stripping of the structure at this point, is inevitable.  
The walls have been stripped of their plaster and lie in a bare bones condition.  The ceilings have 
been removed leaving an open roof structure.  Many windows are removed.  As this report is being 
written, the building in discussion lies open to the elements.  A mothballing procedure, which 
typically preserves a building from the elements, is in order here, however, given the project and 
its processes, this building simply needs greater attention and an expedited work time.  In lieu of 
boarding the windows, and propping up the walls, and given the soundness of this building, 
mothballing would simply require hurrying up what work is currently being done.  When the 
windows are returned to their locations, and the roof repaired, the Ingram 1926 building 
will be protected enough to allow for the necessary attention and time needed to restore 
this building.  We will discuss recommendations for restoration in the following section.

Figure 14 Glencoe Hotel.



Figures 15-21 Showing state of Ingram 1926 during renovation process.



Ultimate Treatment 
and Use
! !
The preferred treatment for the Ingram 1926 Building is to preserve it, repairing degraded 
features as necessary for appearance and safety, in order to garner the economic and 
cultural value of the structure.  This structure is of the utmost importance to this 
community as it is a tangible representation of an era of vast prosperity and pride.  That 
sense of cultural value, felt throughout the Delta region, is a  quality that remains today 
and carries into our contemporary world, just as the Ingram Building has carried into that 
world.  The significance of this building goes far beyond bricks, mortar and 
glass.  It is felt in each and every one of the community members who continue 
to reside in the Delta Region.  This is a land of great history and tradition, and 
we must maintain the mindset that that history is not yet at an end.  The 
parameters of such treatment should be outlined with further research and professional 
consultation.

The proposed use of this building is one that rather closely follows what originally took 
place in the Ingram 1926 Building.  It is important to remember that just because a building is 
historic, or old enough to evoke romanticized feelings of the past, it can still be put to 
practical use and need not be turned into a museum.  It should be understood that the time 
put into its restoration and renovation, and its continued use denotes it as a valuable piece 
of the local culture.  This report does not intend to give guidance or to make proposals for 
the ultimate treatment of this building, however it does suggest seeking the guidance and 
professional opinion of those educated on the preservation of historic structures as well 
as those skilled individuals who work to preserve the cultural fabric of communities.

Let us never overlook or underestimate the value of our built environment.  Our society 
manifests itself through the structures that we use each and everyday. “So truly is 
architecture a reflection and monument of a people, that never yet a work worthy the 
name of noble art was produced by a man not fulfilled with the spirit of his age.” 
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Plan Views and Roof Report.



Street Level Plan View. Upper Level Plan View.



Roof Report. Grand Entrance Detail.


